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This spring we will be planting 80 acres of high-
density orchard in Vienna. Most of this orchard
will be planted with a new, redder strain of
Honeycrisp, along with Gala and Ambrosia. We
will also be planting 12,000 Crimson Crisp trees
(approx. 10 acres) to ensure supply of this
increasingly popular variety.

It has been a good winter weather-wise so far in Southern Ontario as we haven't had the extreme cold (less than
-30° C) nor a lot of freeze-thaw cycles which might damage fruit trees. Adequate snow cover has provided extra
insulation for the trees and their roots. Annual pruning will start in both our Waterloo and Vienna Ontario
orchards in a few weeks and should continue throughout May.

The initial launch of the Apple
Jacket™ showcases six
premium Crimson Crisp apples
(2.5 lbs by weight) and hit
store shelves in mid-February.
This format addresses key
consumer trends in apple
buying--  less direct handling of
the fruit and more eco-
friendly, sustainable
packaging, while also offering
better protection than a
traditional bagged option. For
retailers, the  Apple Jacket™
delivers less labour, reduced
shrink and broader
merchandising options.  

INNOVATION IN
APPLE PACKAGING

Martin's is pleased to launch the
Apple Jacket™, a brand new idea
in apple merchandising. Made
from FSC certified, 100% post-
consumer cardboard, the Apple
Jacket™ eliminates plastic from
apple purchasing. The package
incorporates a cardboard tray
wrapped with a cardboard
sleeve, allowing consumers to
see the fruit inside.  

Honeycrisp Trees, Waterloo, Feb'21

THE GROWER'S
GRANGE

The Apple Jacket™ is a first in
the Ontario market and will be
featured in the New Product
Showcase of the Canadian
Produce Marketing
Association's Fresh week this
April.

Martin's expect the first group of off-shore
workers to be arriving from Jamaica and Trinidad
and Tobago in mid-March.   In consultation with
local public health authorities, extra Covid-19
protocols are in place including provisions for the
mandatory quarantine upon their arrival to
Canada.

TM



2020 was indeed a challenging and turbulent

year, and the start of 2021 still poses a lot of

uncertainty. Lock-downs and public safety

concerns played an important role in influencing

consumer food purchasing. Along with pantry

staples such as flour and canned goods, apples

saw a sales spike as people stocked up on food

items that would store well. Bagged apple sales

surged well ahead of their previous sales levels as

consumers bought higher quantities less

frequently and also preferred formats that

required less handling. Online shopping also

increased and pre-packaged options offered a

better choice for some produce. While we may

see a return to normal shopping habits, on-line

ordering, including curbside pickup and delivery

took a great leap forward and have become more

efficient and acceptable to consumers. 

Sustainability continues to grow in importance

for consumers as they are recognizing grocers

and food producers that commit to more eco-

friendly options, whether that is a renewed

emphasis on "locally sourced” food, reduced

waste or sustainable packaging .

On the apple varieties front, Ambrosia

continues to grow in popularity and is now

surging past traditional varieties in several

North American markets. The Ambrosia boasts

exceptional sweetness and tremendous flavour

appreciated by a growing segment of

consumers. It is also a "packers dream" apple as

it stores well, has uniform size and colour and is

relatively durable leading to fewer rejections

and category shrink.

CONSUMER 
INSIGHTS



Initial reports for Southern Hemisphere apple
production project to be up by 6% in 2021
compared to the previous year. This is a
combined forecast for the countries 
of Chile, Brazil, Argentina, South 
Africa, Australia and New Zealand. 
Chile and New Zealand, ranked 1 and 
3 in terms of Southern Hemisphere 
apple exports and mainstays for Canada's 
off-season import programs, are  down slightly
on aggregate. Chile forecasting similar volume
to the 2020 crop and New Zealand expected to
be approximately 5% down. 

Martin's Family Fruit Farm is looking forward
to expanding on a partnership with New
Zealand growers. We will be bringing in
proprietary varieties Breeze™ and Cheekie™,
along with Gala. Breeze™ is a crisp, sweet, early
ripening variety and Cheekie™ is a Honeycrisp
offspring with deep red colour and complex
flavour.

The North American apple packing season will
soon be coming to a close. Over all, the 2020
North American crop, was down slightly
compared to the 2019 crop and slightly down
from the 5 year average. This has had an
upwards effect on pricing, especially combined
with increases in overall apple consumption,
most notably in bagged formats, which may be
linked to changes in consumer buying patterns
during the pandemic.

MARTIN'S 
WORLD APPLES

IN YOUR 
STORE

Arrange hand-stacked
bulk displays with
multiple varieties,

building colour breaks
that appeal to the eye

and accentuate
diversity.

Offer pre-packaged
bag options with bulk

displays and make
them shopable on

more than one side  to
maximize sales.

Consider spotlights
on new varieties,

however keep the
variety  count up as

much as possible
especially in peak

season.

Introduce
complementary or

apple themed items
(i.e. cider, caramel
dips, bakery items,

Crispy Apple Chips®
etc.) as part of a

seasonal promotion.

Offer recipes and
apple pairing tips via
print and digital POS

tools.



Martin's Orchard Market is able to execute seasonal

promotions which include apple pairings, new variety

launches, custom recipe options and will also engage in

sampling programs when it is safe to do so. Apple

themed events, cooking demos and other activities are

being planned to support apple awareness on a year-

round basis. Martin’s looks forward to sharing lessons

learned with Retail partners, contributing to our

common goal of growing the apple category.

5.5 lb Apple Caddy™

A new team of Martin's Brand

Ambassadors are on hand to engage

with consumers and are fully trained

to provide superior service including

apple tips and advice. Attractive,

centre store displays of hand-stacked

premium variety apples welcome

consumers as they enter. Bulk apple

purchases have shifted to a new 5.5lb

box format—the Apple Caddy™.

Consumers access these boxes from a

walk-in cooler (dubbed the “Orchard

Cellar”) and are stacked on gravity

flow shelving to facilitate better

product rotation. Customers seeking

“baking apples” can choose a 20lb

Nature’s Value option in

recommended varieties, getting great

value for less than perfect fruit.

We are delighted to introduce our

newly re-imagined Orchard Market

as an apple “education destination”,

providing a hand’s on opportunity

to experience apples at their finest,

learn about new varieties and test

innovative apple merchandising and

packaging formats.

FEBRUARY'S 
TOP SELLERS

MARTIN'S
ORCHARD MARKET

#1  HONEYCRISP

#2  AMBROSIA

#3  GALA



Crimson Crisp

A perfect addition to a school
lunch or as a convenient snack to
take to the gym, our apple chips
are a hit with consumers across
the country. With three sizes to
choose from, (22g, 64g and 103g),
these delicious treats are a great
addition to seasonal apple
displays.  

MARTIN'S                                                            ARE AN ON-
TREND, BETTER-FOR-YOU SNACK MADE FROM
OUR VERY OWN, ONTARIO-GROWN APPLES.

The original flavour is 100%
dehydrated apple and for those
who appreciate a bit more
decadence in their snacking, we
offer Cinnamon and Caramel
Dream (salted caramel drizzle)
options as well.

As a shelf stable product,
Martin's Crispy Apple Chips®
offer great margins in the
produce department or other
locations including natural food
sections, deli, snacks and as an
impulse buy at check out. There
are several merchandising
options to choose from
including a free-standing case
display (shown right), as well as
perforated display shippers and
even clip strips. Featuring
these snacks alongside your
apple display will help win
incremental sales.

With vivid red colouring and a loud
satisfying crunch, this late-ripening
gem is aptly named.  It has a firm,
almost hard flesh and boasts a
refined, spicy flavour that will be
treasured by tart apple lovers.  It's
easy on the eyes, pleasing to the
palate and, like most late-harvest
apples, stores magnificently.  It can
be used for baking and in salads

PROFILE:
Colour: Deep Red
Flavour: Tart/Sharp
Flesh: White to cream, pale yellow
Uses: Good for cooking and baking,
good for eating fresh
Available: October through 
March most seasons.

MARTIN’S PRODUCT PROFILE

Crimson Crisp:  
The Orchard Gem

VARIETY SPOTLIGHT

CRISPY APPLE CHIPS®



Projected

Completion May 15

APPLES, WE  HAVE THEM...
Martin's Crops Status as of February 28th, 2021

Projected Completion

May 15

A M B R O S I A
Projected Completion

May 15

H O N E Y C R I S P
Projected Completion

May 31

M C I N T O S H

Projected Completion

Apr 30

G A L A

Projected Completion

Jul 31

R E D  D E L I C O U S

Projected Completion

May 31

F U J I

Projected

Completion May 15Projected Completion

Mar 15

C R I M S O N  C R I S P

Projected Completion

Jun 30

E M P I R E

Projected Completion

Mar 15

GOLDEN DELICIOUS
Projected Completion

Apr 30

C R I P P S  P I N K

Completion Date

Nov 30, 2020

C O R T L A N D
Completion Date

Nov 30, 2020

S P A R T A N

Completion Date

Sept 15, 2020

G I N G E R  G O L D
Completion Date

Sept 10, 2020

P A U L A  R E D



TALK TO OUR
APPLE ADVISORS!

ANTHONY MARTIN,
Account Manager
Fresh Apples 
anthonym@martinsapples.com
Ext. 355
Cell: 519.729.9600

LOGAN MARTIN
Sales & Business Development Manager
Apple Products
loganm@martinsapples.com
Ext. 352
Cell: 519.807.7622

Slice an apple through its equator and you will see a five-

pointed star. A fully 'crowned' apple will have five points or

bumps on it's base and five seed pockets inside. Look at an apple

blossom and you'll see five sepals (the green casings that

protect the flower) and five petals.

Growing for Healthy Communities

1420 Lobsinger Line, RR # 1
Waterloo ON N2J 4G8

519.664.2750
martinsapples.com

5
@martinsapples

DID YOU KNOW, FIVE IS THE NUMBER FOR APPLES?

APPLE SEEDS


